Master of European Studies - Governance and Regulation (MES) 2014/2015 - Late Application Deadline

Interested candidates from around the world can apply for the ZEI Master of European Studies – Governance and Regulation. The Master's degree is awarded by the Faculty of Arts at the University of Bonn. The application deadline for the ZEI Master Program of European Studies -Governance and Regulation is extended till Saturday, 31 May 2014. Detailed information on the application process can be found on the website of the Master of European Studies – Governance and Regulation. If you want to learn more about the Master, please have a look at our new film.

What next for EU-Africa relations?

“We are all developing countries in transition”, with these words, Prof. Dr. Ludger Kühnhardt, Director of the Center for European Integration Studies (ZEI) in Bonn, opened the 4th WAI-ZEI Study Group Meeting at the University of Avignon from 27-28 March 2014

ZEI Discussion Paper

ZEI has recently published two papers in its Discussion Paper series.


New book release: „Postrecht – Praxishandbuch für Regulierungsfragen”

ZEI Director, Prof. Christian Koenig and ZEI Senior Fellow, Nils Lemberg have recently co-authored a comprehensive work on postal law and postal regulation. The book serves as a guide for academics and practitioners in the field of regulation.


More...

ZEI Future of Europe Observer 1 / 2014

In light of the forthcoming elections of the European Parliament and the ensuing debate within Europe of key policy issues, the ZEI Master of European Studies “Class of 2014” gives an overview of the current constitution of the EU under the question "What next for the EU?".

More...

4th Bonn’s regulation meeting on network neutrality and data security

On 13 January 2014, ZEI hosted the 4th Bonn’s regulation meeting in cooperation with the Institute for information, telecommunication and media law (ITM) of the University of Münster as well as the E-Plus group.

More...